
JCAHO #1 Patient Safety Goal:

Improve the accuracy of patient identification 
by establishing positive patient identification 
from point of admission through discharge. 

Identifying patients and tracking visitors in your hospital has never been 
more important. Yet ensuring you have what you need at a price you can 
afford can be a real headache. 

Did you know that a typical hospital purchases hundreds of label and 
wristband products from as many as 50 different suppliers? We’ve found 
that hospitals can save up to 20% of their label spend while improving 
workflow and safety with Taylor Healthcare’s Patient ID streamlined 
sourcing program.

Taylor Healthcare has an easy way to assess your complete inventory of 
labels and wristbands, then find opportunities for standardization and 
savings. Our proven process allows us to cross-reference the majority of 
your labels without requiring samples.

Best of all, your staff can order labels and wristbands from the same 
online ordering portal you use today for clinical forms, CMS forms, 
prescription pads, stationery and marketing materials.

Streamlined Sourcing for Patient ID
Spend less time and money to source labels and wristbands

What goals are most 
important to you?

 o Enhance patient safety

 o Minimize overall costs

 o Free up staff time

 o Avoid stock-outs

 o Consolidate vendors 

 o Standardize processes

 o Reduce communication errors

 o Drive patient satisfaction

Streamlining how you source labels and 
wristbands can help achieve all of these goals.
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COMPREHENSIVE  
PRODUCT LINE

Taylor offers a complete line of 
stock and custom admissions, 
lab, specimen, pharmacy and 

nursing labels, as well as patient, 
short-stay, alert, mother-baby and 

visitor wristbands.

E-COMMERCE PORTALS
Our customizable web-based 
platform is a central point of 

access for creating and ordering 
the latest fully compliant 

documents and other materials.

LABEL INDUSTRY  
EXPERTISE

Taylor is a label innovator, with 
the patents to prove it. Our 

decades of experience enable 
us to recommend just the right 
substrates, inks, adhesives and 

coatings to fit your requirements.

EASY COMPETITIVE  
SHOPPING

Our cross-referencing tool 
maps various label formats from 

multiple suppliers to Taylor 
versions, so it’s easy to see pricing 

without collecting samples.

DEDICATED HEALTHCARE TEAM
You’ll benefit from having a 

healthcare-focused team that’s 
dedicated to your success.  

Because we work with leading 
IDNs nationwide, we’re able to 
share best practices to benefit  

your hospital.

 “ESSENTIAL BUSINESS” STATUS
We produce all of our labels and 
wristbands in the U.S., ensuring 

a reliable source of supply. 
Plus, Taylor has been deemed 
an essential business, which 

minimizes your risk of business 
disruption.

It’s easy to begin charting your way to improved label sourcing using Taylor’s proven methodology: 

 ▪ Analysis of current products and spend

 ▪ Recommendations for standardization and cost savings

 ▪ Implementation of Taylor products on a central e-commerce platform

How do we get started?

Please contact your representative today or visit solutions.taylorcommunications.com/healthcare-labels.

Learn More


